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aBstract

The crystal structure of the rare mineral fettelite was solved using intensity data collected from a 
twinned crystal from Chañarcillo, Copiapó Province, Chile. This study revealed that, in spite of the 
strong hexagonal pseudosymmetry, the structure is monoclinic (space group C2) with a = 26.0388(10), b 
= 15.0651(8), c = 15.5361(8) Å, β = 90.48(1)°, and V = 6094.2(5) Å3. The refinement of an anisotropic 
model led to an R index of 0.0656 for 7143 observed reflections [I > 2σ(I)] and 0.0759 for all 17 447 
independent reflections. Fettelite is intimately twinned with six twin domains. The structure consists 
of the stacking of two module layers along [001]: an A module layer with composition [Ag6As2S7]2– 
and a B module layer with composition [Ag10HgAs2S8]2+. The As atoms form isolated AsS3 pyramids 
typical of sulfosalts, Hg links two sulfur atoms in linear coordination, and Ag occupies sites with 
coordination ranging from quasi linear to almost tetrahedral. The A module layer found for fettelite is 
identical to that described for the minerals belonging to the pearceite-polybasite group. On the basis 
of information gained from this characterization the crystal chemical formula was revised according 
to the structural results, yielding [Ag6As2S7][Ag10HgAs2S8] (Z = 8). 
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introduction

Fettelite, ideally Ag24HgAs5S20, was identified as an indepen-
dent mineral species by Wang and Paniagua (1996) during a study 
of silver sulfosalts from the Glasberg quarry, Nieder-Beerbach, 
Odenwald, southwestern Germany, and was named in honor of 
M. Fettel, a field geologist who is well recognized for his work 
in the area. By means of precession photographs and powder 
X-ray investigation these authors gave a hexagonal unit cell for 
fettelite, a = 15.00, c = 15.46 Å, and reported that the mineral 
could crystallize in one of the following possible space groups: 
P312, P321, P31m, P3m1, P31m, or P3m1. However, Wang and 
Paniagua (1996) were not able to proceed to a crystal-structure 
determination of fettelite at that time. More recently, Pérez-
Priede et al. (2005) investigated the crystal structure of fettelite 
and reported that fettelite exhibits hexagonal rings of metal and 
sulfur atoms that are linked by sharing their edges, giving rise 
to parallel sheets when viewed along the c axis. The sheets are 
joined creating a three dimensional network (Pérez-Priede et al. 
2005). Nevertheless, a full paper describing the details of the 
crystal structure is yet to appear in the scientific literature. 

In the course of a study dealing with the characterization of 
structurally complex silver-bearing minerals of mineralogical 
collections from various museums (Bindi et al. 2007a and refer-

ences therein), fettelite was obtained from another occurrence. 
In this paper, we report the crystal structure of fettelite together 
with physical and chemical data for this mineral. 

occurrence

The sample containing the fettelite crystal used in the present 
study (Harvard Mineralogical Museum cat. number 140586) is 
from Chañarcillo, Copiapó Province, Chile, a nineteenth century 
silver mining district famous for its supergene and oxidized 
ores from veins cutting Cretaceous limestones. The geology 
and mineralogy of Chañarcillo are reviewed by Cook (1979). 
As the distinguishing chemical feature of fettelite is its mercury 
content, it is interesting that Cook remarks “Perhaps the most 
unusual mineral occurring at Chañarcillo is moschellandsbergite. 
This compound of silver and mercury occurs in silver-white 
metallic cubes of rather small size. The presence of this and 
other mercury-bearing secondary minerals at Chañarcillo has not 
been adequately explained with respect to the mineralogy of the 
primary veins that in all likelihood were the ultimate source of 
the mercury.” A moschellandsbergite specimen in the F. Keutsch 
collection has cinnabar associated establishing the identity of the 
primary mercury mineral at Chañarcillo.

Fettelite was discovered when a large specimen of crystallized 
proustite was subdivided. Fettelite occurs in two associations 
on crystals of proustite where it is abundant as thin dark red 
metallic plates (up to 1 cm in size) in subparallel to radiating * E-mail: luca.bindi@unifi.it


